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821 Wilk, Richard R. Household ecology; 
economic change and domestic life

among the Kekchi Maya in Belize. DeKalb, 
111.: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 1997. 280 
p.; bibl., ill., index.

A thorough discussion of the house
hold as an organizational unit among the 
Kekchi Maya of southern Belize. Of particu
lar interest is Wilk's analysis of the ways in 
which the "economic niche" of the Toledo 
District mediates between household econ
omy and global processes.
822 Yetman, David. Scattered round 

stones: a Mayo village in Sonora, Mex
ico. Albuquerque: Univ. of New Mexico 
Press, 1998. 35r p.: bibl., ill., index, maps.

Well-crafted study on the relationship 
between agriculture, botany, and economic 
subsistence in a small Mayo Indian commu
nity.
823 Yoldi, Pilar. Don Juan Coc, príncipe 

q'eqchi', 1945-1995. Guatemala: Cen
tro Impresor Piedra Santa, 1996. 251p.: col. 
ill., maps.

Biography of a Kekchi Maya commu
nity leader. Interesting description of life in a

refugee community in Quintana Roo, Mex
ico, as well as a detailed discussion of the 
complex negotiations that Coc undertook to 
repatriate Guatemalan refugees.

824 Zaldivar Guerra, Maria Luisa. De 
maestros, ofleiales y aprendices, a

maquiladores; los talabarteros de Yucatán en 
T978. México: Instituto Nacional de 
Antropología e Historia, 1998. 225 p.: bibl., 
ül. (Serie Antropología social) (Regiones de 
México)

A study of small-scale leather workers 
in Yucatán.

825 Zárate Vidal, Margarita. En busca de 
la comunidad: identidades recreadas y

organización campesina en Michoacán. 
Zamora, Mexico: Colegio de Michoacán; Iz- 
tapalapa: Univ. Autónoma Metropolitana, 
1998. 278 p.: bibl., ill.

Multidisciplinary analysis of politics 
and ideology concerning the Unión de Co
muneros Emiliano Zapata, a campesino ac
tivist organization, in three communities in 
Michoacán.

West Indies
LAMEROS COMITAS, Gaidaei Cowles Professor of Anthropology and Education, Teachers 
College, Columbia University

THIS SECTION INCLUDES annotations of publications dealing with ethnographic 
and ethnological studies of territories located in the Caribbean archipelago, the 
Guianas, and Belize. About four-fifths of the annotations included this volume deal 
with the following coimtries or dependencies: Antigua, Barbados, Bahamas, Belize, 
British Virgin Islands, Carriacou, Cuba, Curaçao, the Dominican Republic, French 
Guiana, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Martinique, Puerto Rico,
St. John, St. Martin, St. Vincent, Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago. The remain
ing fifth of this section deals with publications on the Anglophone Caribbean or 
general Caribbean. The countries or clusters receiving the most attention were Ja
maica, followed by general Caribbean, Trinidad, and Barbados. As in the past, the 
publications cited cover a wide range of subject matter. For the convenience of the 
reader, I have grouped descriptions of all publications into six broad and somewhat 
overlapping categories which I describe below in order of their numerical impor
tance: a) religion, b) national and cultural identity, c) women's studies, gender rela
tions, and family d) changing socioeconomic orders, e) cultural minorities, f ) health 
and disease, and g) biographical essays.
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a) Religion. It appears that there has been a relatively dramatic increase in 
writings about religion and religion-related phenomena during this biennium, per
haps because I include publications on Rastafari in this category. In any case, 
shghtly more than one quarter of all publications focus on religion, including three 
substantial anthologies: Chanting Down Babylon: The Rastafazi Reader (item 850), 
Religion, Diaspora, and Cultural Identity: A Reader in the Anglophone Caribbean 
(item 906), and Sacred Possessions: Voduou, Santeria, Obeah, and the Caribbean 
(item 910). Most studies on reUgion-centered phenomena during this biennium are 
focused on Jamaica. See, for example, Austin-Broos on religion and politics of moral 
orders (item 829), women and Pentecostalism (item 831), and Pentecostal commu
nity and Jamaican hierarchy (item 830); Bilby on notions of "community" in Jamai
can religious traditions (item 841) and on new evidence on Jonkoimu (item 840); 
Chevannes on Rastafari and the "exorcism" of racist and classist ideology (item 
852) and on the apotheosis of Rastafari heroes (item 851); Garcia Franco on the 
function of Obeah man (item 869); Pubis on a way of reading practiced by Rastafari 
(item 904); and Simpson on personal reflection on early Rastafari (item 913). For 
more items dealing with religion in other parts of the Caribbean, see Barrow on the 
Anglican Church and common-law union in Barbados (item 836), Brown on Haitian 
women in voduou (item 845) and on heahng and voduou (item 844), Glazier on 
Spiritual Baptist music (item 872), Green on the Hallelujah controversy in Trinidad 
Carnival (item 874), Handler and Bilby on the origin of the term "Obeah" in Barba
dos (item 877), Houk on changes in the Orisha religion (item 880), Khan on Indo- 
Trinidadian interpolations of rehgion (item 881), McDaniel on the Carriacou big 
(hum ritual (item 889), Pradel on religion and pan-Caribbean cultural unity (item 
898), Valentine on Garifuna understanding of death (item 917), and van Dijk on Ca
ribbean Rastafarianism outside of the Caribbean (item 918).

b) National and cultural identity. As noted in HLAS $1. Caribbeanists are de
voting considerable attention to questions of identity as well as to the controversy 
over processes of creolization. This biennium is certainly no exception, with al
most a quarter of all publications in this section devoted to these linked items in
cluding two collections: Blackness in Latin America and the Caribbean: Social 
Dynamics and Cultural Transformations (item 842) and History, Power, and Iden
tity: Ethnogenesis in the Americas, i492-r992 (item 878). For related publications 
see Baj Strobel on Creole landscapes (item 832), Besson on common tenures, capi
talism, and Accompong Maroons (item 839), Bmton on the designation Afro-Creole 
(item 847) and on Afro-Caribbean names and naming (item 848), Cohen on nation 
building in the British Virgin Islands (item 854), Dâvila on contending Puerto Rican 
nationalisms (item 858) and on "national" television in Puerto Rico (item 857), De 
Freitas on Carnival "feminization" and Trinidadian national identity (item 859), 
Duany on cultural identities in Puerto Rico (item 863), Fouron and Schiller on 
Haitian identities (item 866), Hoetink on mobility and stratification in the Domini
can Republic (item 879), Olwig on cultural politics of heritage in St. John (item 
893), Premdas on ethnic identity in the Caribbean (item 899), Price on competing 
interpretations of Afro-American continuity (item 900), Schnepel on the history of 
language conflict in Guadeloupe (item 911), Trouillot on a general approach to the 
issue of creolization (item 915), and Wilk on food and Belizean identity (item 919). 
Four articles deal with cricket and its linkages to issues of national identity: see 
Manning on the relationship of Bermudian cricket and associated activities to the 
symbolic constmction of politics (item 885), Patterson on cricket as ritual (item 
896), and Yelvington on cricket, colonialism, and the cultural context of Caribbean
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politics (item 920) and on the Indian cricket tour and the 1976 Trinidad and Tobago 
elections (item 921).

c) Womens’ studies, gender relations, and family. Eighteen pubhcations deal
ing with these themes are listed below, including three collections: Barrow's Family 
in the Caribbean: Themes and Perspectives (item 835), Daughters of Cahban: Ca
ribbean Women in the Twentieth Century (item 856), and Gender: A Caribbean 
Multi-Disciplinary Perspective (item 870). For related publications, see Barrow on 
masculinity and family (item 833), Behar on a working woman's life in Cuba (item 
837), Besson on changing perceptions of gender (item 839), Bolles on women trade 
union leaders (item 843), Browne on a multisite study of female entrepreneurship 
(item 846), LaFont and Pruitt on gendered laws in Jamaica (item 882), Lazarus-Black 
on class and gender inequities in Antiguan lower courts (item 884) and on domestic 
violence in Trinidad (item 883), McClaurin on Belizean women (item 888), Murray 
on narratives by gay Martinican men (item 891), Olwig on functions of family land 
in St. John (item 894), Pool and Singh on indentured Indian women in the British 
Empire (item 897), and Sidnell on Indo-Guyanese male peer groups (item 912).

d) Changing socioeconomic orders. Ten publications deal with the human 
and/or ecological impacts of recent transnational and national economic initiatives 
in the Caribbean. See Andreatta on transformations of the agro-food sector (item 
828) and on banana growers and the agro-food sector in the Dominican Republic 
(item 827), Moberg on the ethnically differentiated labor market of the Belizean ba
nana industry (item 890), Olsen on sustainable development and tourism in Ja
maica (item 892), Raynolds on contract farming in the non-tomatp-processing in
dustry of the Dominican Republic (item 905), Rubenstein on problems of cannabis 
research in St. Vincent (item 908) and on cannabis and globalization (item 909), and 
Turner on Bahamanian straw work (item 916).

e) Cultural minorities. Included are nine publications that focus on the cul
tured and/or behavior of populations considered cultural minorities in their respec
tive territories. See, for example, Abraham van der Mark on the Ashkenazi Jews of 
Curaçao (item 826), Coupeau on Arab traders in Haiti (item 855), Drewal and Ma
son on Yoruba beadwork in Cuba, US, and Brazil (item 861), Forte on Karinya gold 
mining in Guyana (item 865), Marceaux on Hmong migrants in French Guiana 
(item 886), Palacio on Garifuna cultural retrieval in Belize (item 895), Richard Price 
on the different treatment meted out to Maroons in Suriname and in Brazil (item 
901), Sally Price on art worlds in the African diaspora (item 902), and Price and 
Price on Maroon art (item 903).

f) Health and disease. This topic continues to be of substantial interest to 
Caribbeanists, particularly as it relates to folk traditions. See Benoit on sex, AIDS, 
and prostitution in St. Martin (item 838), Brown on Haitian women healers (item 
845) and on a case study of voduou-centered healing in Haiti (item 844), DuToit on 
folk healing in the Caribbean (item 862), Halberstein on gender differences in 
herbal practices linked to hypertension (item 875), Handler on slave medicine and 
Obeah in Barbados (item 876), and Sobo on women's health traditions in Jamaica 
(item 914).

g) Biographical essays. Biographies of senior Caribbeanists are beginning to 
appear in print on a somewhat regular basis. One example published in recent years 
is Douglas Hall's biography of M.G. Smith, see HLAS 57:840. These publications, 
while of great general interest, are also a kind of in-print confirmation of Caribbean 
anthropology as a mainstream field of regional specialization. For biographical 
sketches in HLAS 59, see Barrow on the intellectual preparation and professional
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life of the late Edith Clarke (item 834), Ghani's interview of Sidney Mintz (item 
871), and Fluehr-Lobban's appreciation of the scholarly work of the rpth-century 
Haitian anthropologist Anténor Finnin (item 864).

826 Abraham-van der Mark, Eva. The 
Ashkenazi Jews of Curaçao: a trading

minority. [NWIG, 74:3/4, 2000, p. 257-280, 
bibl.)

Sephardic Jews have been present and 
important in Curaçao since the 17 th century. 
Ashkenazi Jews from Bessarabia began arriv
ing in the 1920S-30S. These two quite dis
tinct communities/congregations are com
pared in the context of a description of the 
development and ultimate economic success 
of the Ashkenazi.
827 Andreatta, Susan L. Bananas, are they 

the quintessential health food? A
global/local perspective. (Hum. Oigan., 56:4, 
Winter t997, p. 437-449, biW )

Empirical research in St. Vincent on 
the agro-food sector and among banana grow
ers reveals that "pressure from transnational 
corporations contributes to social injustice 
and environmental degradation." Increases in 
banana acreage have led to loss of vegetative 
cover, soil and water pollution from biocides, 
sou erosion, and diminution of soil fertility 
with attendant problems for the human and 
animal populations of the island.

828 Andreatta, Susan L. Transformation 
of the agro-food sector: lessons from

the Caribbean. [Hum. Organ., 57:4, Winter 
1998, p. 414-429, bibl., graphs, tables) 

Utilizing a political-ecological ap
proach and standard anthropological tech
niques in Antigua, Barbados, and St. Vincent, 
author examines the transformation of their 
agro-food sectors and their connection to Eu
ropean Union and US markets, as well as the 
shift from historically important cash crops, 
such as sugar and bananas, to nontraditional 
food commodities.
829 Austin-Broos, Diane J. Jamaica gene

sis: religion and the politics of moral
orders. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press,
1997. 304 p.: bibl., Ul., index, maps.

Welcome addition to the anthropology 
of Caribbean religion, this monograph blends 
historical information with ethnography of 
current Jamaican Pentecostal practice.
Charts the rise in importance of this Ameri

can-influenced form of Christian revivalism 
in Jamaica, arguing that it provides a success
ful middle ground in the struggle between 
the two key themes in Jamaican religious 
life: one primarily African and characterized 
by a sense of performance and the Trickster 
motif; the other Protestant .with an emphasis 
on salvation through piety and ethics.

830 Austin-Broos, Diane J. Pentecostal 
community and Jamaican hierarchy.

(in Religion, diaspora, and cultural identity: a 
reader in the An¿ophone Caribbean. Edited 
by John W. Pulis. Amsterdam: OPA (Overseas 
Publishers Association), N.V.: Gordon and 
Breach Publishers, 1999, p. 225-245, bibl.)

Aspects of Jamaican Pentecostalism 
(e.g., worldview, healing, poetics, enthusi
asm) are described in support of author's con
tention that Pentecostalism should be seen 
"as integral and important to the articulation 
of Jamaican culture" and that it "deploys 
healing and the poetics of the Bible in ways 
that allow Jamaicans to imagine a commu
nity beyond racial hierarchy."

831 Austin-Broos, Diane J. Women and Ja
maican Pentecostalism. {in Caribbean

portraits: essays on gender ideologies and 
identities. Edited by Christine Barrow. Kings
ton: Ian Randle Publishers, 1998, p. 256-173) 

Pentecostal churches provide opportu
nities for women to reposition themselves 
within a Jamaican lower-class milieu. Argu
ment is placed in the context of discussions 
about changes in the socioracial order of Ja
maica, the moralization of women's posi
tions, and Pentecostal meanings for Jamaican 
women.
832 Baj Strobel, Michèle. Creole land

scapes in French Guiana. {Plant. Soc.
Am., 5:1, Spring 1998, p. 9S-io:t)

Based on impressions provided by a 
St. Lucian-born but long-term resident of the 
French Guianan hinterland, author explores 
the relevance of the category of landscape 
held by her informant and other creoles, a 
culturally constructed category quite differ
ent from hers.
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833 Barrow, Christine. Caribbean mas
culinity and family revisiting 'margin-

ality' and 'reputation.' (in Caribbean por
traits: essays on gender ideologies and 
identities. Edited by Christine Barrow. Kings
ton: Ian Randle Publishers, 1998, p. 339-358) 

Based on responses from 92 black Bar
badian men on their ideas and experiences of 
family life, author challenges functionalist 
presumptions of "male marginality" in fam
ily life and notions of masculinity. Describes 
and analyzes perceived roles as sons, broth
ers, uncles, fathers, and conjugal partners.

834 Barrow, Christine. Edith Clarke: Ja
maican social reformer and anthropol

ogist. [Caribb. Q., 44:3/4, Sept./Dec. 1998,
p. 15-34, bibl.)

Review of intellectual grounding and 
professional life of an elite Jamaican woman 
who, as civil servant and as author of works 
such as My Mother Who Fathered Me (see 
HLAS 21:447 and HLAS 29.1473), con
tributed significantly, not only to social wel
fare movement in Jamaica, but also to the 
social anthropology of the Caribbean. For cri
tique of Clarke's work, see HLAS 57:859.

835 Barrow, Christine. Family in the Ca
ribbean: themes and perspectives.

Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers; Oxford, En
gland: J. Currey, 1996. 472 p.: bibl., ill., map.

Fully introduced and weU-contextual- 
ized, this useful selection of aheady pub
lished anthropological writings on key issues 
and controversies related to the Caribbean 
family is divided into two parts: theories (ori
gins and functions, labels and typologies, per
sonal choice and adaptive response, ideology 
and culture) and perspectives (slave families. 
East Indian families, child socialization, so
cial policy). For sociologist's comment, see 
item 4947.
836 Barrow, Christine.' "Living in sin": 

church and common-law union in Bar
bados. (/. Caribb. Hist, 29:2, 1995, p. 47-70)

With a theology and morality forged in 
Enghsh culture, the historical and contem
porary dilemmas, with respect to the prac
tice of common-law union, faced by the An
glican Church in the quite different culture 
of Barbados.

837 Behar, Ruth. Daughter of Caro, {in 
Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean

women in the twentieth century. Edited by

Consuelo López Springfield. Bloomington, 
Ind.: Indiana Univ. Press; London: Latin 
American Bureau, 1997, p. 112-120)

Evocative portrait of the life of the au
thor's former criada (maid) in eontemporary 
Cuba.

838 Benoît, Catherine. Sex, AIDS, migra
tion, and prostitution: human traffick

ing in the Caribbean. {NWIG, 73:3/4, 1999, 
p. 27-42, bibl.)

Sexual tourism and sexual relation
ships in Saint Marten/Sint Maarten, a rap
idly developing binational island, and the 
geopolitical and political interests that help 
determine the specific nature of this activity.

839 Besson, Jean. Changing perceptions of 
gender in the Caribbean region: the

case of the Jamaican peasantry, (in Caribbean 
portraits: essays on gender ideologies and 
identities. Edited by Christine Barrow. Kings
ton: Ian Randle Publishers, 1998, p. 133-155) 

Describes a swing in Caribbean an
thropology from a preoccupation with the 
"matrifocal family" to "marginal men" and 
finally to feminist analyses, but states that 
neither female or male bias/focus is adequate 
for understanding gender ideologies in the re
gion. Presents a case study of eight commu
nities in west-central Jamaica which reveals 
considerable diversity in such ideologies and 
illuminates the need for comparative gender - 
perspectives and empirically based studies.
840 Bilby, Kenneth M. Gumbay, Myal, and 

The Great House: new evidence on the
religious background of Jonkoimu in Jamaica. 
[ACIJ Res. Rev., 4, 1999, p. 47-70, bibl.)

Possible religious or ritual significance 
of aspects of Jonkonnu as evidenced in rela
tively early ethnographic observations of 
this masked dance and street celebration 
complex.

841 Bilby, Kenneth M. Neither here nor 
there: the place of "community" in

the Jamaican religious tradition, (in Religion, 
diaspora, and cultural identity: a reader in 
the Anglophone Caribbean. Edited by John 
W. Pulis. Amsterdam: OPA (Overseas Pub
lishers Association) N.V.; Gordon and Breach 
Pubhshers, 1999, p. 311-335, bibl.)

Essay dealing with expressions of 
imagined community demonstrated in three 
co-existing indigenous Jamaican rehgions— 
Kumina, Convince, and Rastafari—and the
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role of these religions in mediating under
standing between group identity and place.

842 Blackness in Latin America and the 
Caribbean: social dynamics and cul

tural transformations, v. i, Central America 
and Northern and Western South America.
V. 1, Eastern South America and the Carib
bean. Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press,
1998. 1 V.: bibl., index. (Blacks in the 
diaspora)

Two-volume collection of 37 reprinted 
items selected as examples of either ground
breaking or more recent cutting-edge Afro- 
Americanist scholarship that deal with social 
systems and dynamics of Latin American and 
Caribbean communities and regions "where 
blackness is significant in social relations 
and historical and contemporary discourse." 
Items in Voi. I of particular relevance to Carib- 
beanists: R.S. Bryce-Laporte on the Canal 
Zone; P. Bourgois on Costa Rica; V. Kerns and 
C.L. Jenkins on Belize; and R.B. Bateman on 
Honduras, Belize, and Florida. In Voi. II: L. A. 
Despres and L. Drummond on Guyana; B.E. 
Pierce and S. Price on Suriname,- Torres on 
Puerto Rico; M.G. Smith and D. Midgett on 
Grenada; J. Stewart and K. Yelvington on 
Trinidad; F.V. Harrison and D.f. Austin on 
Jamaica; RE. Manning on Bermuda,- Y. Daniel 
on Cuba; and M.L. Laguerre on Haiti.

843 Bolles, A. Lynn. Working on equality: 
Commonwealth Caribbean women

trade union leaders, (in Caribbean portraits: 
essays on gender ideologies and identities. 
Edited by Christine Barrow. Kingston: Ian 
Randle Publishers, 1998, p. 55-77)

Factors contributing to patterns of 
male domination and female subordination 
of women trade union leaders after indepen
dence and social change.

844 Brown, Karen McCarthy. Afro- 
Caribbean healing: a Haitian case

study, (in Healing cultures: art and religion 
as curative practices in the Caribbean and its 
diaspora. Edited by Margarite Fernandez Ol
mos and Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert. New 
York: Paigrave, 2001, p. 43-68)

Description of Haitian healing from a 
Vodou-centered perspective which focuses on 
centrality of family, view of person, rituals, 
spirit possession, initiation, spirits, treat
ment, sorcery and ethics, and knowledge and 
power.

845 Brown, Karen McCarthy. The power 
to heal: Haitian women in Vodou, {in

Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean women in 
the twentieth century. Edited by Consuelo 
López Springfield. Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 
Univ. Press; London: Latin American Bmeau, 
1997/ P- 123-142, bibl.)

Prefaced by a discussion of the role of 
women healers in Haiti, author presents a 
case study of healing carried out by a Vodou 
priestess/healer in New York. Case analysis 
includes a comparison of healing in the 
Vodou system ("a healing power that cannot 
be privately owned and tightly controlled") 
to that of "the oppressive nature of power in 
Western medicine."
846 Browne, Katherine E. Female entre

preneurship in the Caribbean: a multi
site, pilot investigation of gender and work. 
{Hum. Oigan., 60:4, Winter 2001, p. 326- 
342, bibl.)

Pilot project, based on 90 on-site inter
views, comparing patterns of female entre
preneurship in Barbados, Martinique, and 
Puerto Rico. Prefaced by a short discussion of 
patterns and legacies of gendered work in the 
Caribbean, project data and analyses are or
ganized around profiles of female economic 
opportunities by island, and cross-cultural 
differences and similarities.
847 Burton, Richard D.E. Afro-Creole: 

power, opposition, and play in the
Caribbean. Ithaca, New York: Cornell Univ. 
Press, 1997. 297 p.: bibl., ill., index.

Utilizing a variety of sources, author 
rethinks the convoluted notion of "Afro-Cre
ole" with particular reference to the Anglo
phone Caribbean. For Jamaica, he traces the 
stages and processes (at time junctures con
sidered critical: 1700, 1730, 1780, and 1820) 
whereby Africans were transformed (or not 
transformed) by the experience of slavery, 
through interaction with each other, with 
other slaves (both Creole and African born), 
and with the various categories of whites en
countered. Demonstrates the interplay of a 
variety of processes—cultural loss, cultural 
retention and reinterpretation, cultural imi
tation and borrowing, and cultmal creation.
A second theme deals with cultural opposi
tion in the Caribbean drawing examples from 
Jamaican Afro-Christianity, Rastafarianism, 
Trinidadian Carnival, Haitian Vodou, and 
cricket.
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848 Burton, Richard D.E. Names and 
naming in Afro-Caribbean cultures.

{NWIG, 73:i/a, 1999, P- 35“S8, bibl.)
Interesting essay on patterns and inter

pretations of naming in the Anglophone and 
the Francophone Caribbean and nicknames 
in Afro-American cultures.

849 Caribbean circuits: new directions in 
the study of Caribbean migration.

Edited by Patricia R. Pessar. New York: Cen
ter for Migration Studies, 1997. 231 p.: bibl., 
ill., index.

Set of six chapters from a 1995 confer
ence on Caribbean transnational migration at 
Yale Univ. that deal with transnational ap
proaches, processes, and structures character
istic of current Caribbean forms of migration 
and return. For contributions to this work by 
anthropologists, see Chevannes and Ricketts 
(item 853) and Fouron and Schiller (item 
866).

850 Chanting down Babylon: the Rastafari 
reader. Edited by Nathaniel Samuel

MurreU, WiUiam David Spencer, and Adrian 
Anthony McFarlane. With editorial consulta
tion by Clinton Chisholm. Philadelphia: 
Temple Univ. Press, 1998. 467 p.: bibl., in
dex.

Anthology of 22 published and unpub
lished articles on various aspects of the 
Rastafari phenomenon organized into four 
parts: ideology and the cultural context; 
roots and historical impact; Back-o-Wall to 
Hollywood—the Rasta revolution through 
the arts. For comments on three individual 
chapters, see Chevannes (item 852), van Dijk 
(item 918), and Simpson (item 913).

851 Chevannes, Barry. Between the living 
and the dead: the apothoses of Rasta

fari heroes, (in Religion, diaspora and cul
tural identity: a reader in the Anglophone 
Caribbean. Edited by John W. Pulis. Amster
dam: OPA (Overseas Publishers Association) 
N.V.; Gordon and Breach Publishers, 1999,
P-337-336, bibl.)

Appropriate mortuary ritual is a tenet 
of Jamaican culture, particularly critical for 
people of substance. On the other hand, 
Rastafari belief denies any ritual place for 
death. Author explores the role played by the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Church in resolving this 
dilemma with particular reference to the in
ternments of Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, and 
Garnet Silk.

852 Chevannes, Barry. Rastafari and the 
exorcism of the ideology of rascism

and classism in Jamaica, (in Chanting down 
Babylon: the Rastafari reader. Edited by 
Nathaniel Samuel Mmrell, WiDiam David 
Spencer, and Adrian Anthony McFarlane. 
Philadelphia: Temple Univ. Press, 1998 
P- 55-7I-)

Exploration of role and assessment 
of Rastafari in what author denotes a sea 
change in the Jamaican racial climate, in crit
ical assumptions of the ideology of racism 
held by middle classes in the late-colonial 
period. Argued in context of the class struc
ture of Jamaica, the evolution of Rastafari 
thought, and the interrelationship of Rasta
fari, Black Power, and cultural change, Rasta
fari are given main credit for this major shift 
"in consciousness."

853 Chevannes, Barry and Heather Rick
etts. Return migration and small busi

ness development in Jamaica, (in Caribbean 
circuits: new directions in the study of Ca
ribbean migration. Edited by Patricia R. Pes
sar. New York: Center for Migration Studies, 
1997, P- 161-195, bibl.)

Role of overseas return migration and 
remittances on small-scale business develop
ment in the Kingston area and the tourist 
sections of the North Coast is examined. 
Systematic queries about patterns of migra
tion and return, business establishment, 
remittances, links retained abroad, and oper
ation of the business answered by 279 re
spondents provide detailed data. Concludes 
that the socioeconomic consequences of mi
grant return and remittances are "mixed and 
differentiable" and show considerable vari
ability within Jamaica.

854 Cohen, Colleen. "This is de test."
{Am. Ethnol. /AES, 25:2, May 1998,

p. 189-214, bibl.)
Utilizing a soca band competition in 

the context of Tortola Festival 1990, the au
thor charts the complexities faced by resi
dents in constructing and consolidating a 
British Virgin Island national identity.

855 Coupeau, Steeve. Ethnicidade e 
cidadania como elementos de negoci-

açâo: comerciantes árabes no Haití, 1860- 
1910. [Estud. Afio-Asiát., 33, set. 1998, p. 99- 
II6, bibl., table)

Success of Arab traders during this pe
riod is not solely to be imderstood as result-
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ing from the entrepreneurial or commercial 
values held by these traders but also from 
other factors—the types of economic oppor
tunities then available in Haiti and the sup
port they received from the US.

856 Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean 
women in the twentieth century.

Edited by Consuelo López Springfield. 
Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1997.
316 p.: bibl., fil., index.

Collection of essays by feminist schol
ars organized aroimd the following themes: 
the relation of Caribbean women to women's 
studies; work; health; law and political 
change; and popular culture. For comments 
on chapters by anthropologists, see Behar 
(item 837), Brown (item 845), Freeman (item 
868), LaFont and Pruitt (item 882), and Soho 
(item 914).

857 Dâvila, Arlene. Contending nation
alisms: culture, politics, and corporate

sponsorship in Puerto Rico, (in Puerto Rican 
jam: rethinking colonialism and nationalism. 
Edited by Frances Negrón-Mimtaner and 
Ramón Grosfoguel. Minneapolis: Univ. of 
Minnesota Press, 1997, p. 231-242)

Discussion of the role of commercial 
interests, particularly those dealing with 
hquor, soft drinks, food, and tobacco, in the 
development of Puerto Rican nationalist ide
ologies and conceptions of national identity 
not necessarily congruent with official views 
through culture-laden advertisements and 
through sponsorship of popular folk activi
ties on the island.

858 Dâvila, Arlene. El kiosko Budweiser: 
the making of a "national" television

show in Puerto Rico. [Am. Ethnol. /AES,
25:3, Aug. 1998, p. 452-470, bibl.)

Explores reception of a popular, locally 
produced television show and what it may 
suggest about the processes Puerto Ricans 
use to negotiate as well as appropriate com
mercial messages and mass media products.

859 De Freitas, Patricia A. Disrupting 
"the nation": gender transformations

in the Trinidad Carnival. [NWIG, 73:1/2,
1999, P- 5-34, bibl.)

Explores the widely perceived "femi
nization" of recent carnivals in Trinidad, fo
cusing on the linkages of Carnival to na
tional identity and on gender and a 
male-dominated "hegemonic nationalist

project." Ethnographic data primarily drawn 
from 1992 festival.

860 Dore y Cabral, Carlos. Migración,
raza y etnia al interior de la periferia (o

los haitianos en la República Dominicana).
Pt. I, Contexto teórico. Pt. 2, Evolución del 
proceso migratorio de los trabajadores 
haitianos a la República Dominicana. Pt. 3, 
Perfil cuantitativo y analítico de los domini
canos de ascendencia haitiana. [Cieñe. 
Soc./INTEC, 20:3/4 julio/dic. 1995, p. 235- 
252 (Pt. i), p. 253-270 (Pt. 2), p. 271-292 
(Pt. 3), bibl.)

Three-part essay (published together in 
the same edition) on migration, race, and 
ethnicity in peripheral zones of the modern 
world system with a spécifié foeus on 
Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian descent 
in the Dominican Republic. Pt. i presents 
the theoretical context for the study (i.e., ap
plicable theoretical positions found in "con
temporary sociology"). Pt. 2 deals with the 
evolution of the migratory process of Haitian 
workers to the Dominican Republic (initia
tion of the process, characteristics of migra
tory flows, conditions of work and life of the 
migrants and their descendants, patterns of 
and adaptations to discrimination). Pt. 3 
presents a detailed quantitative description 
and analysis of the socioeconomic and cul
tural characteristics of resident Dominicans 
of Haitian ancestry.

861 Dtewal, Heiuy John and John Mason.
Beads, body, and soul: art and light in

the Yorúbá universe. With a contribution by 
Pravina Shukla. Los Angeles: UCLA Fowler 
Museum of Cultural History, 1998. 288 p.: 
bibl., ill. (some col.), col. maps.

Beautifully illustrated publieation 
linked to major exhibition of Yoruba bead- 
work is divided into two seetions; Africa 
and the Americas. Of particular interest to 
Caribbeanists would be latter section, organ
ized and written by John Mason, which in
cludes subsections on beadwork in Cuba, the 
US, and in Brazilian Candomblé.

862 Du Toit, Brian M. Ethnomédical (folk)
healing in the Caribbean, [in Healing

cultures: art and religion as curative prac
tices in the Caribbean and its diaspora.
Edited by Margarite Fernandez Olmos and 
Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert. New York: Pal- 
grave, 2001, p. 19-28)

Brief review of aspects of ethnophar-
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macology, faith healing, and cultural specific 
illnesses from various parts of the region.

863 Duany, Jorge. Nation on the move: 
the construction of cultural identities

in Puerto Rico and the diaspora. {Am. Eth- 
nol./AES, 27:1, Feb. aooo, p. 5-30, bibl.)

Any possible reconceptualization of 
Puerto Rican identity must contain in its for
mula the Puerto Ricans of the diaspora as 
well as the increasing importance of circula
tory migration. This latter pattern, in partic
ular, confounds conventional definitions of 
"the nation" based exclusively on notions of 
territory, language, and legalities.

864 Fluehr-Lobban, Carolyn. Anténor 
Firmin: Haitian pioneer of anthropol

ogy. {Am. AnthiopoL, 102:3, Sept. 2000,
p. 449-466, hibl.)

Recognition of the scholarly 
significance of a remarkable 19th-century 
Haitian intellectual and his pioneering work 
in anthropology. Firmin's massive opus The 
Equality of the Races, published in French 
in 185 s, systematically and brilliantly chal
lenges De Gobineau on race and the race 
question. Remarkably, Firmin and his work 
are virtually unknown to contemporary an
thropology.
865 Forte, Janette. Karikini: the evolving 

relationship of the Karinya people of
Guyana to gold mining. {NWIG, ly-tlt, i999; 
p. 59-82, bibl.)

Account of the historical and contem
porary importance of gold prospecting and 
mining in the life and culture of the Karinya, 
a Carib-speaking people of the North West 
District.
866 Fouron, Georges E. and Nina Click 

Schiller. Haitian identities at the junc
ture between diaspora and homeland, (in Ca
ribbean circuits: new directions in the study 
of Caribbean migration. Edited by Patricia R. 
Pessar. New York: Center for Migration Stud
ies, 1997, p. 127-159, bibl.)

The Lavalas movement, inspired by 
President Aristide, and its importance in the 
construction of a transnational state is de
scribed and analyzed. The institutionaliza
tion of this new form is dealt with in sec
tions on the nature of the Haitian diaspora, 
the role of family ties, hometown associa
tions in the diaspora, and the impact of the 
media. Concludes that the popular Lavalas

movement has had success in bringing the 
Haitian diaspora into the nation-state build
ing project and it may now be vmstoppable.

867 Freeman, Carla. Island-hopping body 
shopping in Barbados: localising the

gendering of transnational workers, (in Ca
ribbean portraits: essays on gender ideologies 
and identities. Edited by Christine Barrow. 
Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1998,
p. 14-27)

Utilizing the new informatics industry 
(off-shore data entry operations) as a basis, 
author explores notions about gender, work, 
and identity in the Barbadian context, exam
ining the unexpected paradoxes in the befiefs 
held by both managers and workers about ar
chetypal female workers.
868 Freeman, Carla. Reinventing higgler- 

ing across transnational zones: Barba
dian women juggle the triple shift, (in 
Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean women in 
the twentieth century. Edited by Consuelo 
López Springfield. Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 
Univ. Press; London: Latin America Bureau, 
1997, p. 18-38, bibl.)

Barbadian women fashion new femi
nine identities through the triple shift (a 
skillful combination of wage work, informal 
craftmanship, and domestic labor). Presents 
three cases of women employed by interna
tional data entry firms in Barbados who com
bine steady income-generating work with a 
variety of extra jobs. Discusses the eco
nomic, creative, and psychological aspects 
of a triple shift rooted in local culture but 
played out on a transnational scene.

869 Garcia Franco, Marco Dario. 
Antropología de lo sagrado en el

Caribe: culto Obeah en Jamaica. {Bol. 
Antzopol. Am., 30, die. 1994, p. 135-142, 
bibl., ill.)

Essay on the function of the Obeah 
Man in Jamaican peasant society and his role 
as mediator between the spiritual and mate
rial worlds. Data drawn primarily from 
Martha Beckwith's 1929 Black Roads and 
a 1962 article on Jamaican duppy lore by 
MacEdward Leach (see HLAS 24:747].
870 Gender: a Caribbean multi-disciplin

ary perspective. Edited by Elsa Leo-
Rhynie, Barbara Bailey, and Christine Barrow. 
Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers in associa
tion with The Center for Gender and Devel-
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opment Studies, Univ. of the West Indies and 
The Commonwealth of Learning; Oxford 
James Currey, 1997- 3S8 P-

Of value to anthropologists, the first 
publication of the Centre for Gender and De
velopment Studies of the Univ. of the West 
Indies includes articles organized into six 
sections: gender and development research 
and policy; engendering justice; gender per
spectives in education; gender in language, 
poetry, and prose; gender and health; and gen
der issues in agriculture.

871 Ghani, Ashraf. Routes to the Carib
bean: interview with Sidney Mintz.

{Plant. Soc. Am., 5:1, Spring 1998, p. 103-
134)

From perspectives gained from 50 
years of concentration on the region, a lead
ing anthropologist's observations about his 
professional evolution in light of the history 
and development of Caribbean research by 
anthropologists and related disciplinarians.

872 Glazier, Stephen D. The noise of as
tonishment: spiritual baptist music in

context, {in Religion, diaspora, and cultural 
identity: a reader in the Anglophone Carib
bean. Edited by John W. PuHs. Amsterdam: 
OPA (Overseas PubHshers Association) N.V.; 
Gordon and Breach Pubhshers, 1999, p. 277- 
294, bibl.)

Identifies various elements from 
Asian, African, and European musical reper
toires that continue to impact other musical 
forms in the Caribbean.

873 Gragson, Ted L. and Frederick V. Pay- 
ton. The institutional context of irri

gation in the Bajo Yaque del Norte Project, 
Dominican Republic. {Hum. Ozgan., 56:2, 
Summer 1997, p. iS3-iS7, bibl.)

Irrigation agriculture is dealt with as 
an institution in which communication be
tween users and suppliers is seen as critical 
for identifying and resolving issues of control 
and piupose. In this context, irrigation water 
management and use in a state-sponsored 
project are described and analyzed.

874 Green, Garth L. Blasphemy, sacrilege, 
and moral degradation in the Trinidad

Carnival: the Hallelujah controversy of 1995. 
{in Religion, diaspora, and cultural identity: a 
reader in the An¿ophone Caribbean. Edited 
by John W. Pulis. Amsterdam: OPA (Overseas

Publishers Association) N.V.; Gordon and 
Breach Publishers, 1999, p. 189-213, bibl.)

Protests by a group of evangelical Pen
tecostal pastors about the name of a Carnival 
masquerade band. Hallelujah, are seen as a 
meaningful context in which confiicting 
ideas about national identity and principles 
of inclusion in a new, multi-ethnic nation 
found expression.
875 Halberstein, Robert A. Gender differ

ences in herbal practices related to
blood pressure: some examples from the 
Caribbean. (/. Caribb. Stud., iS-t/2, 2000, 
p. 39-60)

Role of medicinal plant usage and gen
der differences in the treatment of hyperten
sion based on case-study data generated in 
the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos Is
lands compared with similar evidence from 
other Caribbean populations.
876 Handler, Jerome S. Slave medicine 

and Obeah in Barbados, circa 4650 to
1834. {NWIG, 74:1/2, 2000, p. 57-90, appen
dix, bibl.)

African infiuences, beliefs, and prac
tices about illness and death are considered 
as context for a discussion of medical beliefs 
and practices in the slave community of Bar
bados. Emphasizes the supernatural forces 
"encompassed by the term Obeah" and 
changes in the meaning of the term.
877 Handler, Jerome S. and Keimeth M. 

Bilby. On the early use and origin of
the term 'Obeah' in Barbados and the Anglo
phone Caribbean. {Slavery Abolit., 22:2,
20or, p. 87-100)

As titled, a thorough discussion of pos
sible derivations and sociocultural under
standings of a critically important term/con
cept widely utilized by Caribbeanists.
878 History, power, and identity: ethno- 

genesis in the Americas, 1492-1992.
Edited by Jonathan D. Hill. Iowa City: Univ. 
of Iowa Press, 1996. 277 p.: bibl., ill., index, 
maps.

A collection of 10 essays by anthropol
ogists on ethnogenesis in the Western Hemi
sphere arranged in rough chronological order, 
three devoted to territories of direct concern 
to Caribbeanists: N.L. Whitehead "Ethnogen
esis and Ethnocide in the European Occupa
tion of Native Sminam, i499-i68r;" K. Bilby, 
"Ethnogenesis in the Guianas and Jamaica:
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ten Maroon cases/' and S.E. Staats, "Fighting 
in a different way: indigenous resistance 
through the Alleluia religion of Guyana."

879 Hoetink, H. The Dominican Republic 
in the twentieth century: notes on

mobility and stratification. [NWIG, 74:3/4, 
2000, p. 209-233, bibl.)

Covers social stratification and politi
cal volatility in the early 20th century, social 
changes during the Trujillo regime, social 
classes after Trujillo, and observations on 
Dominican notions on "color," stratification, 
and identity.

880 Honk, James. Chaos, compromise, 
and transformation in the Orisha reli

gion in Trinidad, {in Religion, diaspora, and 
cultural identity: a reader in the Anglophone 
Caribbean. Edited by John W. Pulis. Amster
dam: OPA (Overseas Publishers Association) 
N.V.; Gordon and Breach Publishers, 1999,
p. 295-310, bibl.)

Orisha religion, eclectic and changing, 
which draws on West African, Catholic, Prot
estant, Hindu, and Kabbalistic traditions, is 
discussed in light of the communitas con
cept. The mourning ritual is put forward as 
the most important mechanism for change in 
the religion.

881 Khan, Aisha. On the "right path" in
terpolating religion in Trinidad, (in Re

ligion, diaspora, and cultural identity: a 
reader in the Anglophone Caribbean. Edited 
by John W. Pulis. Amsterdam: OPA (Overseas 
Publishers Association) N.V.; Gordon and 
Breach Publishers, 1990, p. 247-275, bibl.)

Focusing on Indo-Trinidadians and 
with specific attention paid to concepts of 
obeah ("magical practices using mysterious 
powers") and maljo ("evil eye"), author con
siders arguments about the configuration of 
the supernatural and superstition and their 
relationship to religious interpretation.

882 LaFont, Suzanne and Deborah Pruitt. 
The colonial legacy: gendered laws in

Jamaica, {in Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean 
women in the twentieth century. Edited by 
Consuelo López Springfield. Bloomington, 
Ind.: Indiana Univ. Press; London: Latin 
America Bureau, 1997, p. 215-228, bibl.)

Views Jamaican family laws as cultur
ally inappropriate and threatening to disad
vantaged women. Authors do not respond to 
the realities of life faced by Jamaican women

but rather to a preferred ideal, the nuclear 
family, held by both the government and the 
elites of the nation. Rather than helping to 
foster the spread of nuclear families, these 
laws only contributed to the worsening of 
power struggles between Jamaican men and 
women.

883 Lazarus-Black, Mindie. Law and the 
pragmatics of inclusion: governing do

mestic violence in Trinidad and Tobago.
{Am. Ethnol. /AES, 24:3, Aug. 1997, p. 628- 
65 t, bibl.)

The Domestic Violence Act passed in 
1991 made familial violence, traditionally an 
issue very much in the "private" sphere, a 
concern of the state. This longitudinal ethno
graphic study charts how Trinidadian lower 
courts deal with this new responsibility and 
how kinship and gender ideologies and ac
tions transform legal processes. Of particular 
interest to the author are the "pragmatics of 
inclusion" (i.e., "subordinated peoples' 
struggles to gain access to and recognition 
from dominant institutions that often con
tribute to their everyday oppression").

884 Lazarus-Black, Mindie. The rites of 
domination: practice, process, and

structture in lower courts. {Am. Ethnol. /AES, 
24:3, Aug. r997, p. 628-651, bibl.)

Despite passage of postindependence 
legislation designed to improve the lot of 
children, analysis of a case for child support 
in Antigua demonstrates that daily activities 
of the lower courts and deliberate use of 
what the author defines as "rites of domina
tion" essentially ensure the perpetuation of 
class and gender inequities and "reproduce 
rather than eliminate hegemony."

885 Manning, Frank E. Celebrating 
cricket: the symbolic construction of

Caribbean politics, {in Liberation cricket: 
West Indies cricket culture. Edited by Flilary 
Beckles and Brian Stoddart. Kingston: Ian 
Randle Publishers, r995, p. 269-289, bibl.)

Description and analysis of Bermudian 
cricket festivals, their social history, the 
manner in which they are celebrated, and re
lated gambling activities that illuminate "a 
fundamental, racially oriented conflict be
tween cultural identity and economic inter
est." The study of celebration "can provide a 
unique understanding of the conceptual pa-
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rameters in which political awareness is de
veloped and expressed."

886 Marceaux, Michel. Les Hmong de 
Guyane et "leurs" nouvel an. Kourou,

French Guiana: Ibis rouge éditions, 1996.
123 p.: col. ill., 2 col. maps. (Collection 
Guyane découverte)

Travelogue-type text and photos illus
trating life of Hmong refugees that came to 
French Guiana in 1977. Focus is on New 
Year activities in the village of Cacao with 
specific reference to Catholic, Protestant, 
and animist expressions.

887 Mason, Peter. Bacchanal: the carnival 
culture of Trinidad. London: Latin

America Bureau; Philadelphia: Temple Univ. 
Press, 1998. 191 p.: bibl., col. Ul., index.

Journalist's fairly well referenced ac
count deals with all aspects of the carnival 
complex.

888 McClaurin, Irma. Women of Belize: 
gender and change in Central America.

New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Univ. Press, 
1996. 218 p.: bibl., ill., index.

Ethnography, sited in Belize City and 
the Toledo District town of Lemongrass, fo
cuses on the meaning(s) of what it is to be a 
woman with particular reference to individ
ual strategies for changing or shifting gender 
rules, ideas, attitudes, and behaviors. In- 
depth interviews, in addition to other data, 
were used to generate oral narratives central 
to this publication.

889 McDaniel, Lorna. The Big Drum rit
ual of Carriacou: praisesongs for re

memory of flight. Gainesville: Univ. Press of 
Florida, 1998.198 p.: ill.

Utilizing an historical ethnomusico- 
logical approach, author provides rich tran
scriptions and translations of the musical 
and poetic texts of the Big Drum ritual.

890 Moberg, Mark. Myths of ethrricity and 
nation: immigration, work, and iden

tity in the Belize banana industry. KnoxviUe: 
Univ. of Tennessee Press, 1997. 218 p.: bibl., 
ill., index.

Anthropological study in southern Be
lize (with ethnographic focus on the Toledo 
and Stann Creek Districts) that traces the 
growth of an ethnically differentiated labor 
market in response to domestic and interna
tional constraints on banana production in

Belize. Well-set in sociohistorical context, 
the role of Central American migrant labor 
that replaced Belizean workers is detailed as 
are the ways this relatively new, malleable, 
and quite heterogenous work force has been 
used in creating systems of labor control on 
banana farms.

891 Murray, David A.B. Between a rock 
and a hard place: the power and power

lessness of transnational narratives among 
gay Martinican men. [Am. AnthiopoL, 102:2, 
June 2000, p. 261-271, bibl.)

Interesting study examines the stories 
that gay men in Martinique tell each other 
about gay communities in other societies. 
Reveals the quandries raised by the twin dis
abilities of racism and homophobia. Living 
in a normatively heterosexual society, these 
self-identified gay men have only limited 
adaptive strategies available to prevent 
stigmatization and physical violence. One is 
to talk about leaving Martinique for settings 
where they believe gays can live openly. In 
these narratives, France is rejected as overly 
racist; Martinique is seen as too confining 
and homophobic. For reasons explored, Que
bec emerges as an ideal destination.

892 Olsen, Barbara. Environmentally sus
tainable development and tourism:

lessons from Negril, Jamaica. (Hum. Organ., 
56:3, Fall 1997, p. 285-293)

Explores potential for sustainable de
velopment and tourism in one of the more 
attractive tourist areas in Jamaica. In recent 
years, this area has faced significant environ
mental decay, tourist-related population 
pressure, lack of governmental policy for 
controlled development, and governmental 
subversion of environmental interests. Under 
these circumstances, local community ac
tivists, including hotel and recreation entre
preneurs, are initiating marketing strategies 
and development philosophies that meld cul
tural sensitivity and ecological responsibility 
with tourism.

893 Olwig, Karen Fog. The burden of heri
tage: claiming a place for a West In

dian culture. {Am. Ethnol. /AES, 26:2, May 
1999, P- 370-388, bibl.)

Exploration of the cultural politics of 
heritage with specific reference to St. John, 
US Virgin Islands. In response to specific so
cioeconomic conditions, two culrioral con-
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structions of the past are identified: an early 
notion of St. John as a moral community of 
social and economic exchange replaced by 
the conception of the island as the exclusive 
place of the heirs of the African-descended 
slaves who resisted and then took over from 
their white oppressors.

894 Olwig, Karen Fog. Caribbean family 
land: a modern commons. [Plant. Soc.

Am.. 4:2/3, Fall 1997, p. 135-158)
Utilizing a case study from St. John,

US Virgin Islands, author discusses Carib
bean family land as a commons. Argues that 
this form of tenure, an effective response to 
conditions of marginaUty, provided both an 
actual place where "the freed might settle 
and create a life for themselves" and an 
imagined home for the migrant "hunters 
and gatherers" seeking distant work in the 
margins of the global economy.

895 Palacio, Joseph. Cultural retrieval 
among the Garifuna in Belize: an exer

cise in continuing education. [Caiibb. Q., 
44:3/4, Sept./Dec. 1998, p. 50-62)

Description of a workshop on relearn
ing traditional Garifuna skills and on helping 
to validate Garifuna culture sponsored by the 
Univ. of the West Indies School of Continu
ing Studies, directed by an anthropologist/ 
educator, and taught by native master craft- 
persons.
896 Patterson, Orlando. The ritual of 

cricket, [in Liberation cricket: West In
dies cricket culture. Edited by Hilary Beckles 
and Brian Stoddart. Kingston: Ian Randle 
Publishers, 1995, p. 141-147)

The riot that erupted in Jamaica in 
1968 during the second test match between 
Britain and the West Indies is analyzed in 
light of the author's contention that a cricket 
test match in the West Indies "is not so 
much a game as a collective ritual—a social 
drama in which almost all of the basic ten
sions and conflicts within the society are 
played out symbohcaUy."

897 Pool, Gail R. and Hira Singh. Inden
tured Indian women of the empire: be

tween colonial oppression and the Brahmani- 
cal tradition. [Plant. Soc. Am., 6:1, Spring 
1999, p. 1-46)

Wide-ranging article on indentured fe
male workers from India, a key labor supply 
source for the British Empire (certainly for

the Anglophone Caribbean after emancipa
tion, but also for Dutch Guyana and the 
French Caribbean). Studies demographics and 
reasons for this restrictive migration, argu
ments about colonialism and sexuality, the 
Indian context of gender and sexuaUty, gen
der and sexuality in indenture, recmitment 
patterns, the voyage to the colonies, and rep
resentations of Indian women and life in co
lonial settings.

898 Pradel, Lucie. African sacredness and 
Caribbean cultural forms. [Catibb. Q.,

44:1/2, March/fune 1998, p. 145-152)
Using the plural character of Carib

bean religions as a springboard, author argues 
a pan-Caribbean cultural imity "since the 
spiritual migration used collective memory 
as its privileged vehicle, then all the lands of 
slave migration potentially bear traces of the 
African sacred memory."

899 Premdas, Ralph R. Ethnic identity in 
the Caribbean: decentering a myth.

[Yale Lat. Am. Stud., i, 1998, p. 55-133) 
Wide-ranging essay proposes a four- 

level analytic scheme for conceiving Carib
bean ethnic identity (the trans-Caribbean; 
the regional; the insular; and the substate 
ethnonationalist). Follows with a discussion 
of difficulties with individual constituent el
ements (homeland, language, rehgion, region, 
culture, etc.) used to base claims of Carib
bean identity, and concludes with a topology 
of Caribbean identities (ethno-national or 
ethno-local identity; ethno-national univer
sal identity; a national identity, and trans- 
Caribbean identity).

900 Price, Richard. The miracle of cre- 
olization: a retrospective. [NWIG,

75:1/2, 2001, p. 35-64, bibl.)
Incisive discussion/critique of what 

author refers to as the two competing ver
sions of the master narrative of Afro-Ameri
can continuity: (i) the militantly Africa-cen
tric with its emphasis on the continuing role 
of African ethnicities in the diaspora, and (2) 
one with a creolization emphasis, held by 
many Americanist historians, that values 
"deep" knowledge of the New World over 
African realities. In this contest, author 
clarifies, refines, and defends positions taken 
by him and Sidney Mintz on the importance 
of creolization and the methodology to study
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creolization in The Birth of African-Ameri
can Culture (199a).

901 Price, Richard. Scrapping Maroon his
tory: Brazil's promise, Suriname's

shame. [NWIG, 72:3/4, r998, p. 233-aS5/ 
bibl.)

Contends that successive Suriname 
governments have "clearly undertaken a uni
lateral program to abrogate" 18th-century 
treaties with Maroon populations and to 
erase the historic accomplishments of the 
largest surviving Maroon groups in the 
Americas. Calls for rapid legislation to bring 
Suriname's constitution and laws in line 
.with the human rights and ecological treaties 
to which the country is part. Also reviews re
cent literature on remanescentes de qußom- 
bos in Brazil, which often uses research on 
Caribbean Maroon communities as impHcit 
or explicit models. [R. Hoefte]

902 Price, Sally. Patchwork history: trac
ing art worlds in the African diaspora.

{NWIG, 75:1/2, 2001, p. 5-34, bibl.)
In Ught of a discussion of theoretical 

shifts in anthropology and art history and 
their relevance to contemporary Afro-Ameri
can studies, author focuses on various schol
arly interpretations of Maroon stitched-to- 
gether fabrics on clothing. Southern US 
quilts, and specific gallery art (considered 
here as a single art medium) in order to test 
propositions about coimections to African 
textile traditions and about the cultural his
tory of the African diaspora.

903 Price, Sally and Richard Price. Maroon
arts: cultural vitaHty in the African di

aspora. Boston: Beacon Press, 1999. 369 p.: 
bibl., ill., map.

Beautifully illustrated and authorita
tively presented monograph on Maroon art 
and art history based on "fresh" perspectives 
in anthropology and three decades of "long
term" ethnographic experience with Maroon 
populations. Specific chapters devoted to arts 
and aesthetics, cloths and colors, carving, 
calabash arts, and communal events. Authors 
see this publication "as a demonstration in a 
specific ethnographic context—Maroon art 
history—of some of the general suggestions 
about the study of African-American history 
first set forth in the Mintz and Price essay 
The Birth of African-American Culture 
(1992).

904 Pulis, John W. "Citing[sighting]-up": 
words, sounds, and reading scripture

in Jamaica, (in ReHgion, diaspora, and cul
tural identity: a reader in the Anglophone 
Caribbean. Edited by John W. Pulis. Amster
dam: OPA (Overseas Publishers Association) 
N.V.: Gordon and Breach PubUshers, 1999,
p. 3S7-40i,bibl.)

Description of a way of reading prac
ticed by Jamaican rastafari (i.e., the interac
tive process involved to produce meaning 
from texts). Suggests that citing-up is a sub
versive activity in which text, printed word, 
and associated understandings are subordi
nated to the spoken. Gives interesting ex
ample of a citing-up illustrating how mean
ing is socially and linguistically constructed.

905 Raynolds, Laura T. Negotiating con
tract farming in the Dominican Re

public. {Hum. Organ., 59:4, Winter 2000, 
p. 441-451, bibl.)

Based on a longitudinal study, author 
describes the recent rise of contract farming 
in the Dominican Republic as background 
for exploring the complex negotiation and 
renegotiation of the ideological and material 
aspects of contract relations in the nontradi- 
tional tomato-processing industry. Examines 
these relations from the perspective of the 
agro-industrials and that of the contracted 
peasant smallholders.

906 Religion, diaspora and cultural iden
tity: a reader in the Anglophone Carib

bean. Edited by John W. Pulis. Foreword by 
John F. Szwed. Afterword by Richard Price. 
Australia: Gordon fit Breach, 1999. 417 p.: 
bibl., ül., index. (Library of antlnopology, 
0141-1012; V. 14)

Collection of 15 papers on topics re
lated to the title is divided into two sections: 
West Indians abroad and West Indians at 
home. For comments on individual chapters, 
see: Austin-Broos (item 831), Bilby (item 
841), Chevaimes (item 851), Glazier (item 
872), Green (item 874), Houk (item 880), 
Khan (item 881), and Pulis (item 904).

907 Roessingh, Carel Henning. The Be
lizean Garifuna: organization of iden

tity in an ethnic community in Central 
America. Amsterdam: Rozenberg Publishers, 
2001. 264 p.: bibl., map.

Ethnographic study about the way the 
Garinagu of Belize ascribe practical meaning
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to their ethnic identity. Its central themes 
are ethnic group, ethnicity, and nationality. 
Focuses on the rituals performed for ances
tors and the role that religion plays in the 
ethnicity perception of the Gariganu. Based 
on archival research and fieldwork in the 
town of Dangriga and the nearby village of 
Hopkins. [R. Hoefte]

908 Rubenstein, Hymie. Coping with
caimabis in a Caribbean country: from

problem formulation to going public. {NWIG, 
72:3/4, r998, p. 205-232, bibl.)

Deals with "the long-term, reflexive 
interplay between problem formulation, the 
personal experienee of fieldwork, moral-ethi
cal dilemmas, and the circulation of research 
findings" as this difficult process worked out 
in his long-term study of cannabis, an illegal 
substance, in St. Vincent. This personal ac
count, one of very few of its kind, should be 
of relevance to all involved in the anthropol
ogy of deviant and/or illegal behavior.

909 Rubenstein, Hymie. Ganja and global
ization: a Caribbean case study. [Glob.

Dev. Stud., 2:1/2, 1999/2000, p. 223-250, 
bibl.)

Utilizing data generated from the sev
eral social levels of St. Vincent society, a 
heavy caimabis-producing island, author ex
plores the relationship between that sub
stance, class, and globalization and the impli
cations of that relationship for public policy. 
Discontinuities between "high culture" per
spectives and beliefs of Vincentian elite and 
middle classes and those held by "opposi
tional" positions of ganja users and producers 
are foxmd to be extraordinarily sharp.

910 Sacred possessions: Vodou, Santería,
Obeah, and the Caribbean. Edited by

Margarite Fernández Olmos and Lizabeth 
Paravisini-Gebert. New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Rutgers Univ. Press, 1997. 312 p.: bibl., ill., 
index.

Chapters written from several disci
plinary perspectives examine various aspects 
of Afro-Caribbean religions. The single an
thropological contribution is "La Regia de 
Ocha: the Religious System of Santería" by 
Miguel Barnet, which stresses the impor
tance of family and kinship bonds in the 
practice of Santería while delineating the his
tory, system, and major divinities of this reli
gion—with particular reference to Cuba.

911 Sclmepel, Ellen M. The language 
question in Guadeloupe: from the

early chroniclers to the post-war generation. 
{Plant. Soc. Am., s-t, Spring 1998, p. 60-94, 
tables)

Language issue explored within the 
context of conflicts over culture and politics, 
debates over assimilation or nationalism, and 
battles between the proponents of ciéolité 
and supporters of négritude and antillanité 
movements. Presents materials on early ref
erences to and history of Creole language in 
Guadeloupe, on impact of departmentaliza
tion on language usage, and on role played by 
the Académie Créole des Antilles and the 
generation of La Revue Guadeloupéenne.

912 Sidnell, Jack. Primus inter pares: sto
rytelling and male peer groups in an

Indo-Guyanese rumshop. {Am. Ethnol. /AES, 
27:1, Feb. 2000, p. 72-99, bibl.)

Storytelling, particularly in rumshops, 
demonstrates membership in a community 
of adult males. Differential participation in 
storytelling, based on age, experience, and 
expertise, is often used "to display important 
aspects of the social order to one another."

913 Simpson, George Eaton. Personal 
reflections on Rastafari in West Kings

ton in the early 1950s. {in Chanting down 
Babylon: the Rastafari reader. Edited by 
Nathaniel Samuel Murrell, William David 
Spencer, and Adrian Anthony McFarlane. 
Philadelphia: Temple Univ. Press, 1998,.
p. 2r7-228)

Valuable observations, by arguably the 
leading scholar of Afro-Caribbean religion, 
about the first field research on Rastafari car
ried out by him half a century ago. In 1953, 
when Rastafari was a small, disreputable reli
gious movement, he could not have imagined 
the possibility of its later accompHshments 
and "the incredible transition of the Rasta
fari, from peasant and proletarian origins to 
the global cultmral order."
914 Sobo, Elisa J. Menstrual taboos, 

witchcraft babies and social relations:
women's health traditions in rural famamica. 
{in Daughters of Caliban: Caribbean women 
in the twentieth century. Edited by Consuelo 
López Springfield. Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 
Univ. Press; London: Latin America Bureau, 
1997, P- 143-170/bibl.)

Following a useful discussion of inter-
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gender relations, sociocultural conditions, 
and general health traditions in Jamaica, pro
vides systematic descriptions and analyses of 
menstmal taboos, tying (i.e., ways to tie men 
to women), and spirit impregnation.

915 Trouillot, Michel-Rolph. Culture on 
the edges: creolization in the planta

tion context. [Plant. Soc. Am., 5:1, Spring 
1998, p. 8-28)

Arguing against theoretical models 
that view creolization as a totality, author 
provides a general approach to the study of 
"the changing contexts of creolization" 
which, utilizing time, space, and power rela
tions as principal markers, he identifies as a 
plantation context, an enclave context, and a 
modernist context. Bulk of discussion is de
voted to "the plantation context" and the 
process(es) hy which slaves were able to ma
nipulate contradictions within the system 
and on individual plantations and to create 
new cultural practices.

916 Turner, Grace. Straw work: a tradi
tional Bahamian industry. (/. Bahamas

Hist. Soc., 17, Oct. 199s, p. 28-33, ill-/ photo) 
Brief history of commercial straw craft 

with some focus on current practices (styles 
and techniques) and changing circumstances 
related to the industry in the Family Islands, 
"strongholds of many Bahamian traditions."

917 Valentine, Jerris. The Garifuna under
standing of death. 2nd ed. Nov. 1993.

Belize: National Printers, 1^93. 18 p.
Short description by a Starm Creek Be

lizean about Garifuna traditions concerning 
funeral practices and beliefs about the soul 
after death.

918 van Dijk, Frank Jan. Chanting down 
Babylon outernational: the rise of

Rastafari in Europe, the Caribbean, and the 
Pacific, [in Chanting down Babylon: the 
Rastafari reader. Edited by Nathaniel Samuel 
Murrell, William David Spencer, and Adrian 
Anthony McFarlane. Philadelphia: Temple 
Univ. Press, 1998, p. 178-198)

Describes spread of Caribbean Rasta

fari examining, in varying detail, the history 
and dynamics of the movement in Dominica, 
Grenada, Union Island, Antigua, Barbados, 
Trinidad, Guyana, and the Cayman Islands.

919 Wilk, Richard R. "Real Belizean 
food": building local identity in the

transnational Caribbean. [Am. Antbiopol., 
101:2, June 1999, p. 244-255, bibl.)

Hierarchies of cuisine and changes in 
taste, food, and cooking are used to explore 
the creation of a Belizean national identity 
and, more generally, the relationship be
tween local and global culture.

920 Yelvington, Kevin A. Cricket, colo
nialism, and the culture of Caribbean

politics, [in The social roles of sport in Carib
bean societies. Edited by Michael A. Malee. 
Amsterdam: OPA (Overseas Publishers Asso
ciation) N.V.; Gordon and Breach Publishers, 
1995, P- 13-51, bibl.)

Discusses ethnic politics in postcolo
nial Trinidad. Uses case study of the 1976 In
dian cricket tour to the Caribbean to enter 
into a multi-directed discussion of the cul
ture of colonialism: the role of sport and 
games in general; the links between colonial
ism and its legacies to identify the pertinent 
cultural-political forms; the links between 
colonialism, nationalism, and sport; and the 
role sport plays in resistance to colonialism. 
For comment on another article based on 
this case study, see item 921.

921 Yelvington, Kevin A. Ethnicity 'not 
out': the Indian cricket tour of the

West Indies and the 1976 elections in 
Trinidad and Tobago, (in Liberation cricket: 
West Indies cricket culture. Edited by Hilary 
Beckles and Brian Stoddart. Kingston: Ian 
Randle Publishers, 1995, p. 203-221, bibl.)

Case study also used by the author in 
his r995 work "Cricket, colonialism, and the 
culture of Caribbean politics" (see item 920), 
but without the theoretical elaboration 
found in the latter.


